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Temple Run is one of the latest action packed Travel Games that has taken the market by storm.
Itâ€™s been largely successful because it is loaded with exciting features, filled with anticipating
twists and caters to a large audience of all ages. All in all, the game is an absolute showstopper on
all counts. Temple Run is surely one game that you canâ€™t put down once you start playing it. Its
addictive nature is what that has resulted in its massive appeal and popularity across the globe.
With so much to offer, Temple Run is an exciting sensation that is deemed impossible to let go. If
you are one of those lovers of this game who are always looking forward to breaking high scores
and accomplishing new milestones, you have come to the right place! This Game Book will prove to
be a treasure trove of knowledge for you, whether you are a beginner at the game or a seasoned
pro.Start at the basics, learn what the game is all about and then decide how can you get the most
out of it. Proceed on to cheats, tips, hints and tricks that can truly intensify your gaming experience
to the max and let you enjoy the adventure to the fullest. Impress and wow all your friends with your
amazing game tactics and bring competitive energy to your gaming experience!So what are you
waiting for? Browse through these handy guidelines and get ready to enter the fun-filled world of
Temple Run with an adventurous edge! Enjoy!
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If you're like me, when you found Temple Run, you played in nonstop and a hour or two would
easily fly by. But after a few weeks, I would play and play and could not seem to get better and meet
any of the pending goals, and it got frustrating and I stopped playing for awhile. This is where this
book came in! It has a lot of great tips and hints and helped me get much further than I had
expected. Now I'm addicted again!

Temple Run is one of the games I enjoyed very much. I have installed this on my android and keeps
me busy when I'm at the queues or even on the train. There were some occasions where I didn't
have a clue on what to do next and only after having tried few times, I could find the way to go
forward. But now I won't have any difficulty to play, as this kindle is with me. It consists of all the
necessary information even a newbie can get an idea on how to play it smoothly with these game
hints. Since the screenshots have been used for elaboration purposes, the reader will find it easy to
understand some tricks in Temple Run. Worth purchasing if you are a fan of Temple Run.

My daughter got me hooked on this very addictive game. She had been playing it for a while, so
naturally she was better at it than me. Although I played and played and played, her scores were
always so much more astronomically higher than mine- she made it look so easy. I was on the
verge of giving up out of sheer frustration- I didn't think I could ever attain such high scores- but then
it was Gamer Geeks to the rescue with this awesome guide! Now, after learning the tricks and
strategies in this cool book, I'm every bit as good as she is! And if I really want to show off, the
included secret cheat codes and amazing hack will totally blow her scores out of the water! Thank
you for taking away the frustration and making this game more fun than ever!

This is a great guide! It is filled with tips and tricks to make the game more understandable, fun,
rewarding, and to radically increase your score. Unlike the authors, I do not have much gaming
prowess. It is always a pleasure to see an easy-to-read guide that helps me be less inept. A note
though -- there's a lot in here for those who rock at games too.The language is really friendly. It's
like sitting on the sofa with these guys and having them explain it to you. There are some spelling
errors and misplaced words in the book, and they are not distracting. Sentences are short,
easy-to-read, and are informative.There isn't any fluff in this book, and the authors don't waste your

time. It's just really solid, well-organized information, presented in a friendly voice, with a lot of tips
that will definitely increase your scores by loads. The authors definitely know what they're talking
about, seem to enjoy sharing their knowledge, and clearly have enthusiasm for the game.

I got a kindle touch screen and i wanted to play so games on it so i go to the app store and type in
games and i think there games but i get the free sample and there all books!! I dont want to read a
game,I want to play a game, and it really upset me. : (

Some people truly are idiots. Stop giving one star to this book all because you were ignorant
enough to not carefully see what you were buying. Its not the book's fault you're quick to spend your
money on just about anything.

I have quite a few friends who play Temple Run and are really pretty good at it. I've played it and
just can't get past a certain score. This book was really helpful. It's great for beginners because it
contains all the basics. But it also has useful information for advanced players. I picked up hints
about how to get past certain obstacles, how to deal with water and a useful hint about coins. But
then I read the section about the best powers to unlock and cheats. Now I have the information I
need to hit higher scores I wish I had had this book when I first started playing Temple Run.

I thought I was buying the game, didn't realize it was a cheaters book. Oh well, if I could get the
game on kindle I love the challenge of a game, so I would not have bought the book. I read the
reviews on this game and they were great. I really wanted to play the game the reviews had me
hooked. Most of the reviews spoke of how addictive this game is.
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